STANDARD TYPICAL SEWER POINT REPAIR

- Restore Finish Grade to match existing conditions.
- Undisturbed soil.
- Remove excavated material under paved surfaces.
- Finish grade length varies.
- Effective: 12/10/09.

- Compact soil in grassed areas/compacted ABC stone or flowable fill in paved areas. Compaction to 95% maximum dry density.
- Existing sewer pipe varies.
- Point repair segment.
- 2' min.
- 8" minimum.
- Compacted #67 stone.

The joint shall be prepared by sawcutting the existing pipe to leave a smooth, straight surface.

New ductile iron sewer pipe. Length varies.

Rubber sleeve coupling with stainless steel compression bands and shear rings as manufactured by Mission Products, Fernco, or approved equal (typical each end). Coupling to be a minimum 6 inches wide and encased in concrete.